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PROJECT SUN STREAK (U) 

ERV SESSION PROCEDURES REPORT 

WARNING NOTICE: INTELLIGENCE SOURCES AND METHODS INVOLVED 

CONTROL NUMBER: 

DATE OF SESSION: 22 Aug 86 

REFERENCE: NONE 

DATE OF REPORT: 26 Aug 86 

TECHNIQUE UTILIZED: ERV 

NICKNAME: OTHER 116(' 

TARGET COUNTRY: UNKNOWN. 

SESSION NUMBER: 01 

MISSION STATUS: Initial (continuing) 

SOURCE IDENTIFIER: 101 

1. ( ) TASKING: Interviewer was provided two sheets of 8 1/2 ~ 11 
paper. On the first was written the following tasking: "Site is a compound of 
structures. Report activities within the following designated areas: 

First floor, location 112 
Sixth floor, location 111, and 1/2 
Fifth floor, location 113 
Third floor, location 113 
Second floor, location 113 
First floor, location 113 
Ground floor, location #3 
Ground floor, location Ill 

SGFOIA3 Sixth, 7th and 8th floors, locations #4 & 1/5 
Location fill 

On i·the second s~eet of paptfe"rJ a rather complex outline of the target was 
provided indicating numbered sections corresponding to the tasking listed above. 
For future references a copy of the drawing is attached to this report. 
Additionally the Interviewer was provided with encrypted coordinates for the 
target site as per Extended Remote Viewing protocols, to preclude inadvertent 
geographic cueing. During the actual session Source was provided only the 
encrypted coordinates (435 800/732 260)without any further descriptive data. 
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3. ( • SUMMARY: 

{ 
a. ( ) (The following narrative, contained within quotation marks 1 

is an abridged copy of Source's post-session written summary. This summary has 
been editorialized, (as indicated) by the undersigned, for clarity, grammar and 
structure. The actual unabridged summary in maintained in the mission field 
dossier at this locaiton along with any other material produced during this session, 
e.g., (sketches, notes, etc.) "(The) site is a large odd shaped building surrounded 
by landscaped concrete. (There is a) man made pond of water nearby. (There are) 
other large buildings scatterad throughout (the) area. (The odd shaped) building 
was designed with simple lines (but in places) it is ornate. (It is) an official 
building. Inside there are (many) angles (due to the odd shape). (I see) a 
marl'6on (colored) carpeted area with countertops (next to the wall). (The 
peopl~ppear to be paying casual attention to (something happening in the room). 
(Some of) the people, both men and women, are wearing (the same style clothing) 
like 1but not a uniform, Blue blazers and blue pants or skirts. (I hear) .a muted, 
rythmatic sound, like clack-clack, (coming) from a machine (located at) one of 
the counters. (There) is a feeling that one should not make much noise here (and) 
the people (appear) to be very serious. (In another) area of the room (there is) 
a moving sound (like a conveyor belt), long, padded, shiny (and loc:£ed) on a 
raised platform connecting to a circular, raised, moving metal platform, (like 
the belts that deliver bags from an airplane to the passengers). (I see) another 
area, (teal) blue in color. (It reminds) me of a "bookie-joint." (There are) 
young men, in their 30s, (wearing) white shirts and no coats, in the area 
discussing, talking and working,,f&any of the men are Ygrouped around a desk looking 
at some'i\ting. (There are) other machine noises here. In an area just off the 
blue area, (colored orange) there are rows of small cubicles,(perhaps small offices). 
(One final area) has a goup of polka dot colored chairs (or chair like objects) 
in a circle facing each other. In the corner of (this area) is an oblong, oval 
device, which is low(to the ground) and has a sliding door (or similar) opening 
in front. There is a cylindrical attachment on top (of this machine). The 
machine (reminds me) of an ice making machine (like the type found in hotels 
(motels)Jbuilt for (very small people). 

b. ( ) During the actual session, Source reported other data which 
may impact on the final assessment of this target. That data is listed below in 
raw unevaluated form: 

( 1) ( ) The /~ddshaped/building has wings or building 
ells, like spokes on a wheel, fanning out in several directions and at various 
angles. The building was built to be functional as well as aesthetically 
pleasing arid failed on-t"both counts. An overall impression of triangles. 

(2) ( ) Associated with or near the odd shaped building is a 
series of structures, tall, thin, rising up, metallic, (possibly with some wood) 
and arranged in a systematic and orderly fashion. There is a symbolic and 
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official feeling about this site. It is well maintained with walkways, and 
landscaping in the area. 

(3) ( ) Within the "maroon area" there was a systematic noise 
like a sliding noise which was described as a tubular opening, perhaps a 
tunnel containing moveable stairs (escalator?). Throughout the building there 
appears to be an abundance of natural light 1shaded in some areas by artificial 
means (blinds). 

4. ( ) OPS FEaDBACK: No feedback was available due to the absence 
of the operations officer on official leave. It should be noted however, that 
Source's general description of the building profile closely matches the, 
somewhat, unorthodox building profile sketch provided to the Interviewer prior 
to this session and attached to this report for reference purposes. It is presumed 
therefore in lieu of any furhter guidance or feedback that Source has successfully 
acquired the target and will continue to report on his observations at this site. 
Source was not told if or when he would be retargetted tothis site. 
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